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Fully detailed, best-selling hiking guides.These "best of the best" guides feature full-color photos

and maps throughout.
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Whether you want to scramble up the parched red rock of Boynton Canyon, soak your weary feet at

the base of Havasu Falls, or cross Hidden Valley's desert sands dotted with Saguaro cactus,

Arizona has a hike to suit your inclination and ability. Classic Hikes offers 100 choice trails for day

hikers and backpackers alike to explore five regions of Arizona, including the Colorado plateau,

central highlands, central deserts, southeastern basin and range, and western deserts. The guide

features awe-inspiring color photos by the author, along with maps and at-a-glance information that

details mileage, hiking time, elevation, seasonal considerations, and contact information. Each trail

description contains directions to the trailhead, possible hazards, trail gradation, major junctions,

and notable vegetation. Longing for solitude far from frequently used trails? Warren examines

little-known routes where "stone spires, totems, and hoodoos" will surround you, but also covers

trails where rafters and "4WD vehicles packed with tourists" become part of the landscape. He also

touches on the region's rich history, noting facts about the people who once lived there and the

ruins they left behind. In other words, Classic Hikes offers something for everyone ready to explore

Arizona's storied past and diverse wilderness. --Jenny Burritt



SCOTT S. WARREN has lived in the Southwest for more than thirty-five years. He has written about

and photographed the outdoors for publications such as Smithsonian, Audubon, Outside, Travel &

Leisure, and on-site for The Nature Conservancy internationally. --This text refers to an alternate

Paperback edition.

excellent suggestions for hiking all over the state -- used the book to plan a 3 week road trip loop

from Scottsdale to the four corners. it was very helpful with directions to trailheads and listings bu

day hikes vs. overnights.

This book was great. It showed great hiking trails for the state and rated them according to difficulty.

Also gave information regarding elevation, and distance. Looking forward to trying them all. A great

resource for looking for hiking trails in various areas around the state.

Arizona is a great state to hike. Even without the magnificent hikes in and around the Grand

Canyon, there are plenty of other trails to explore and enjoy. This book does it all! It is an

exceptionally well-designed book for hikers across the spectrum. Whether you're a neophyte or

have climbed Denali, this book contains all the essential information you need to tackle the hikes

listed. The photos are all in color and are breathtaking! You really get a sense of what each hike will

look like before you undertake it. Every hike also has a color map to accompany the text description.

The maps are easy to follow and instructive.Equally pleasing is that the authors take the time to

describe each hike in extensive detail, though they are never wordy. They list the elevation gains,

give succinct but necessary directions to each trailhead and provide ample analysis of the

strengths/weaknesses of each trek. The book is small and light enough to carry in your backpack, if

you feel the need to consult it while on the trail.I have over 50 hiking books in my library and it would

be hard to imagine a more complete, more photographically stunning or better written guide. I

enthusiastically recommend this gem!

This was a gift for my husband.

This book gives a lot of information on hikes in Arizona. It even included a trail that is not an official

trail but is one of my favorite hikes. I gave it a 4 because I really haven't had a chance to do any of

the hikes.



Great book. Has wide variety of hikes. Excellent photography. Highly recommend

great format, good hikes descriptions.

Great book, well organized
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